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SWOT Analysis

Strengths Weaknesses

Opportunities Threats

#1: Strong connection with social media
platforms 

#2: Close to the customer

#1: Inactive social media engagement

#2: Low product range

#1: Extend the brand in other areas; a
line extension

#2: Creating more engaging social
media content

#1: Product can become outdated

#2: Fast growing competitors 

Rationale: LHG uses many well-known social
media platforms, such as Instagram, to stay
connected with its customers and likewise give
them the chance to interact directly with the brand.
 

Rationale: LHG has the opportunity to branch
out and create new products that will catch the
attention of its audience, such as drinking glasses
or plate settings.

Rationale: LHG has the chance to be more active
on their social media. Since this brand does not
have a set schedule on what needs to be posted
and when, they have a chance to post more
stories, jump on the latest trend, and share
customer testimonials and reviews. 

Rationale: LHG’s competitors are constantly
engaging with their customers, updating their sites,
and offering deals and incentives.

Rationale: LHG has only one product to promote,
their I Heart You Porcelain Mug, and sooner or
later, their customers will move onto another
brand that has more options in luxury home
goods. 

Rationale: LHG is not as active as on social
media; the last time LHG made a post was on
Valentine’s Day. This brand needs to post social
content either once or twice a week. 

Rationale: Since LHG is just starting out, there is
only one form of product available for its
customers. 

Rationale: The founder of LHG continues to stay
on customers’ radar; instead of just relying on
social media to promote the brand, the founder
goes out into the community to gain new business.



Brand Attributes

Brand Benefits

Brand Personality

Unique Selling Point
“Knowing your value is important, which is why we provide a luxury need, even

when others think differently.”
 

Luxury Home Goods is a product brand that produces high quality products that can
be used at home. Its target audience are women who are just starting in their career,
who are beginning to start a new chapter. This selling point promotes the unknowing
of what is needed in our lives. For example, when going on vacation, tourists usually
“need” a souvenir, but why? No one “needs” anything. Souvenirs serve as a
reminder… a memory of what they have experienced. That is what LHG strives to be
for their target audience, an expression or a keepsake. 

The LHG brand represents qualities such as ambition, creativity, liveliness, and
authenticity. 

Benefits the brand offers include inspiration and fulfillment. When its target audience
uses the product, they will have a sense of accomplishment; the product will act as
an extension of their lives, even when they do not realize it. Other benefits the
brand’s product offers is durability and versatility. LHG strives to only produce high
quality goods that they know their customers deserve. Of course the product can be
used in different environments rather than the kitchen or at home, like an office. 

LHG has a sociable, realistic, and charming personality. 
Sociable: LHG enjoys meeting new people and getting to know who they are and
what they like. 
Realistic: LHG tells it like it is, whether someone wants to hear it or not. They will
take other people’s feelings into consideration, but in the end, this brand believes
that its audience deserves to know the truth. 
Charming: LHG grabs attention with its bright colors and authentic exchange with
their audience; this brand takes pride in showing interest when interacting with
others. 



Brand Values

Brand Character

Brand Essence

Brand Voice

Trustworthiness: LHG values being open and truthful with their audience to the
point where they have dependence; the brand wants to build a relationship with their
audience so that they feel comforted and valued.
Independence: This brand encourages independence all throughout; LHG strives to
continuously emphasize the importance of freedom through their products and
content. 
Integrity: People can count on LHG to be candor when needed. The brand not only
shows respect for its audience but also itself. 
Quality: The brand’s audience deserves nothing but the best.

“Don’t settle for lemons when you deserve lemonade.”
 

This statement shows LHG’s character as something that is inspiring, engaging, and
true. 

"Motivation"

LHG brand voice is bold yet warmhearted. The brand cares about their audience a lot
more than their products, and wants them to know that they are the top priority. With
their content displaying a warm, affectionate side, they also are not afraid to be
daring. By grabbing their attention with a bold statement and leading to a friendly
reminder, LHG’s voice is sure to keep their audience all while gaining new ones. 



Brand as a Person 

Brand Flag 

If this brand were a person, it would have
to be someone who is fun and lively when
they want to be, but mature and elegant
when they need to be. This person would
be someone that everyone knows and
likes because they are kind,
approachable, and intelligent. An
example would be Zendaya. Known for
her wide-range of roles in movies and
television shows, Zendaya is an Oakland-
born actress who exudes fun, charisma,
grace, and charm. 

LHG’s brand flag is pink and black. The color pink represents love, kindness, and
femininity; it can also be youthful, fun, and exciting. The color black symbolizes power,
sophistication, elegance, and authoritativeness. While both colors are opposite of
each other, they both compliment the brand in a valuable way. 


